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LETTER

Letter to the editor regarding Latent class
analysis to predict intensive care outcomes
in Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome:
a proposal of two pulmonary phenotypes
Karlijn J. P. van Wessem*

and Luke P. H. Leenen

To the editor,
With great interest we read the manuscript Latent class
analysis to predict intensive care outcomes in Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome: a proposal of two pulmonary
phenotypes by Wendel Garcia et al. [1].
The authors have developed a proposal of two ARDS
phenotypes based on a statistical method analyzing
respiratory mechanics, gas-exchange and CT-derived
gas-and tissue volume: Patients with non-recruitable
phenotype 1 present with a lower respiratory system
elastance, dead space and total lung tissue, as well as a
higher PaO2/FiO2 ratio, a more physiological pH and
a less inhomogeneous lung with a lower proportion of
potentially recruitable lung than recruitable phenotype
2. Results showed that ICU mortality rate was higher
in the recruitable than the non-recruitable phenotype
even when corrected for PaO2/FiO2 ratio. The authors
compare their newly developed phenotypes to other
previously developed phenotypes (hypo-and hyperinflammatory phenotypes) and they state that, although
there was no direct correlation between the different phenotypes, there were some associations between
high recruitability, and pulmonary inhomogeneity and
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the presence of increased pulmonary inflammatory
biomarkers.
We acknowledge the authors for their effort in trying to
develop personalized mechanical ventilation for ARDS,
however we feel that they have artificially developed phenotypes based on a statistical method rather than on the
pathophysiology of ARDS.
ARDS is characterized by an increased permeability
of the alveolar-capillary barrier resulting in lung edema
with protein-rich fluid causing an impairment of arterial oxygenation. Lung edema, endothelial and epithelial
injury are accompanied by an influx of activated neutrophils into the interstitium and broncho-alveolar space [2,
3]. This increased permeability of the alveolar-capillary
barrier combined with fluid filtration rates exceeding the
capacity of the lung lymphatics for fluid removal leads to
alveolar flooding, a major cause of hypoxemia in ARDS.
Flooded lung units contribute to ventilation–perfusion
mismatch and intrapulmonary shunt, all influencing lung
recruitability.
The proposed phenotypes are artificially created phenotypes based on the same pathophysiological process.
Mortality difference between both phenotypes is likely
caused by the host’s reaction on the underlying inflammatory response. Since classification should serve clarification and guide therapy we see no additional value in
another phenotype as it does not change our approach
to the problem. Mechanical ventilation should already
be personalized since it is depending on many different patient parameters. It would be far more promising
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to examine phenotypes based on the inflammatory
response, since treatment based on the pathophysiology
of ARDS will be likely the way to go [4].

Response to: Letter to the editor regarding Latent
class analysis to predict intensive care outcomes
in Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome: a proposal
of two pulmonary phenotypes

Pedro D. Wendel Garcia, Alessio Caccioppola,
Silvia Coppola, Tommaso Pozzi, Arianna Ciabattoni,
Stefano Cenci and Davide Chiumello
We thank Dr. van Wessem and Dr. Leenen for their
interest in our manuscript [1] and for their comments
in response to it.
Since its coining in 1967, insights into the acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) have evolved concurrent
to the realization that the pathophysiological pathway, as
described by Drs. van Wessem and Leenen, is an oversimplification of the heterogeneity governing ARDS. Neither
do all patients with ARDS present histopathological signs
of pneumonia with a high influx of activated neutrophils,
as suggested by Drs. van Wessem and Leenen, nor do all
lungs present diffuse alveolar damage (DAD) [5]. Considering this pathophysiological heterogeneity and the
definition of a phenotype as a clinical entity defined by
observable characteristics without any mechanistic pathophysiological implication, the claim by Drs. van Wessem
and Leenen, that we “have artificially developed phenotypes based on a statistical method rather than on the
pathophysiology of ARDS”, is rather surprising.
Drs. van Wessem and Leenen argue that the “mortality difference between both phenotypes is likely
caused by the host’s reaction on the underlying inflammatory response “. Indeed the leading cause for
mortality in ARDS, and consistently in the hyper-inflammatory phenotype, is severe sepsis and shock [5]. However, in patients presenting with DAD, concurrent to our
recruitable phenotype, the cause of mortality is therapy
refractory hypoxemia [6]. Notably, DAD presenting
patients do not stand out due to their systemic inflammation or multiorgan dysfunction, but by a low PaO2/
FiO2 ratio and compliance, defining characteristics of
our recruitable phenotype [6]. In fact, the alveolar concentration of most inflammatory mediators significantly
surpasses their plasma concentration in ARDS, indistinctively of the underlying inflammatory phenotype,
suggesting that the “currently known [inflammatory]
phenotypes do not reflect the alveolar host response” [7].
Drs. van Wessem and Leenen conclude that “mechanical ventilation should already be personalized since it
is depending on many different patient parameters”.
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Nonetheless, exactly the complex interaction of viscoelastic properties and host response, broadly correlating with the lungs morphological presentation, have
impeded the successful personalization of mechanical
ventilation [8]. To resolve this conundrum, identification
of phenotypes reflecting the mechanical and morphological properties of the lung, like our proposed phenotypes,
are necessary.
In conclusion, Drs. van Wessem and Leenen seem to
neglect that ARDS is a syndrome of primarily pulmonary
expression, and while we agree on the promise of inflammatory phenotypes to tailor systemic immunomodulating therapies, the cornerstone of ARDS management
remains mechanical ventilation. Personalized research
considering predictive enrichment through pulmonary
focused phenotypes, such as our proposed non-recruitable and recruitable phenotypes, is of eminent importance to accomplish truly "individualized" mechanical
ventilation.
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